
S.No. Clause No.Details Firm/Railway Comment RDSO Remark

1

1.6

(New Clause) The equipment shall also work in IP-

MPLS network being created by the Railways as a 

backbone for unified communication.

M/s Webfil: The equipment shall also work in IP-MPLS 

network being created by the Railways as a backbone for 

unified communication at ITU-T E1 level.

Agreed : Clause is amended as :                          

The equipment shall also work at ITU-T E1 

level in IP-MPLS network being created by the 

Railways as a backbone for unified 

communication . 

2

9.7

The equipment should have protection to ensure the 

availability of user channels on detection of failure on P1 

or P2 stream in a link in conjunction with an external 

alternative 2 Mbps stream on back up media. Each 

equipment should have E1 level protection to ensure the 

availability of user channel protected at E1 level through 

loop protection card /module/.

M/s Webfil:  The equipment should have protection to 

ensure the availability of user channels on detection of 

failure on P1 or P2 stream in a link in conjunction with an 

external alternative 2 Mbps stream on back up media. 

Each equipment should have the optional provision of 

E1 level protecion/Time slot level protection to ensure 

the availability of user channel through suitable design 

techniqes. Adoption of type of protection scheme (E1 

level /time slot level) is left to the user based on the 

requirement. 

Partially agreed and modified as:  The 

equipment should have protection to ensure the 

availability of user channels on detection of 

failure on P1 or P2 stream in a link in 

conjunction with an external alternative 2 

Mbps stream on back up media. Each 

equipment should have E1 level protection to 

ensure the availability of user channel 

protected at E1 level through suitable design 

techniqes.

3 SECR: When used as terminal Multiplexer, whenever a 

break occurs on the 2MB stream/media, it should

bepossible to automatically patch far end Teminal 

Multiplxer through a preconfigured alternative working 2 

MB stream (called protection E1 stream) from the local 

end terminal multiplexer. The terminal multiplexer pair, in  

such a configuration, to be called protected End 

Terminals. Switching onto the alternative 2MB stream 

shall be fast enough so as to not cause any discrenible

interruption to the ongoing communication on any 

channel of the multiplexer. Also time slot integrity shall 

be retained under such protection switching. whenever the 

break in the main 2MB stream is closed  (i.e.the main 

2MB stream is restored) the communication should be 

restored to the main 2MB stream duly terminating the 

patching.

Agreed : The following sub para is added in 

the Clause  :   Switching onto the alternative 

2MB stream shall be fast enough so as to not 

cause any discernible interruption to the 

ongoing communication on any channel of the 

multiplexer. Also time slot integrity shall be 

retained under such protection switching. 

whenever the break in the main 2MB stream is 

closed (i.e.the main 2MB stream is restored) 

the communication should be restored to the 

main 2MB stream duly terminating the 

patching.                        
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Switching onto the alternative 2MB stream shall be fast 

enough so as to not cause any discernible interruption to 

the ongoing communication on anychannel of the 

multiplexer. Also time slot integrity shall be retained 

under such protection switching. whenever the break in 

the main 2MB stream is closed (i.e.the main 2MB stream 

is restored) the communication should be restored to the 

main 2MB stream duly terminating the patching.


